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solid bi-partisan relationships with congressional allies 
and senior agency officials, and have built strong, active 
grassroots support around our issues. 

in poGo’s continuous drive to create positive systemic 
reform, we not only focus on problems in government 
policies but also on problems with how government conducts 
oversight and ensures accountability. if those areas can 
be strengthened and improved, it is far more likely that the 
integrity of the government can be ensured. From offering 
such programs as monthly training sessions for congressional 
staff in the art of conducting investigations, to working to 
strengthen both the independence and accountability of 
the inspectors General system, poGo is tirelessly working 
toward a better federal government that works in the interest 
of the American public.

the project on Government oversight is a nonpartisan 
independent watchdog that champions good government 
reforms. poGo’s investigations into corruption, misconduct, 
and conflicts of interest achieve a more effective, 
accountable, open, and ethical federal government.

poGo has earned a solid reputation for uncovering 
deep-rooted systemic problems which threaten the integrity 
of the federal government. By working effectively with 
whistleblowers and other expert insiders, and conducting 
in-depth investigations, poGo is able to provide accurate 
and reliable information, findings, and recommendations 
that are trusted by policymakers, the media, and the public. 
in fact, policymakers frequently adopt and implement our 
recommendations to fix the systemic problems originally 
investigated by poGo. We are further able to advance 
public policy improvements because we have developed 

ABout poGo

hoW poGo is helpinG to 
mAke GoveRnment WoRk

about our findings and encourage good government reforms. 
poGo also serves on the steering committees for the make 
it safe coalition and opentheGovernment.org, and on the 
congressional transparency caucus Advisory committee. 
meanwhile, our muckrakers’ happy hours have become 
a popular gathering spot for good-government wonks of 
all kinds. last but not least, poGo continues to cultivate 
a burgeoning community of online 
advocates. through Facebook, 
twitter, linkedin, and a host 
of other social networks, 
poGo has spread the 
“provoke accountability” 
message far and 
wide. We’d love for 
you to get involved.

the task of making the government work better takes 
more than issuing reports, meeting with policymakers, and 
working with the media. it also takes building a community 
of advocates, journalists, partners, and policymakers who 
care about good government. poGo is helping to build 
that community through a variety of initiatives. on the hill, 
poGo works directly with lawmakers of all stripes to put 
more accountability into legislation, and helps to develop 
a broader network of congressional allies through briefings 
and events. poGo’s congressional oversight training series 
continues to hone the investigative skills of staffers and to 
spark discussions about the best way to conduct effective 
oversight throughout the legislative branch.

off the hill, poGo works with policymakers at the federal 
agencies as well as at the White house to educate them 
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congress. the project seeks to achieve the elusive goal of 
meaningful pentagon reform by fostering a better-informed 
public on issues such as the size and nature of the defense 
budget, a congress more inclined to perform real oversight, 
and affordable, effective weapons that service the needs of 
the men and women in our armed forces rather than those of 
corporations and a dysfunctional political system. the project 
was made possible by a matching grant from philip A. 
straus, jr., whose family has long supported activities at cDi 
and who remains a major supporter of the project’s activities.

“i am thrilled that the straus military Reform project has 
found a new home at poGo. With poGo’s long history 
of fighting for accurate and accessible data in the pentagon 
and elsewhere, it’s a great fit,” said straus. “Winslow 
Wheeler and his colleagues are getting the people, 
technical, and moral support they need from poGo. poGo 
is a great place to continue the fight for a military that 
defends our country without tearing it down with immoral and 
fiscally irresponsible choices,” he added. 

look for cDi’s and the straus military Reform project’s 
work  on a new section of poGo.org and in the continued 
publication of cDi’s periodical, The Defense Monitor, as 
we carry on that important legacy and expand poGo’s 
capability to hold the national security complex accountable.

For over thirty years, the project on Government oversight 
has fought to make the government more effective, 
accountable, open, and ethical. We started out focusing 
on outrageously out-of-control military spending and 
eventually expanded to covering systemic fraud, waste, 
and other corruption in all federal agencies. But we never 
lost sight of our roots in the defense world, and in 2012 we 
expanded our capability to hold the Department of Defense 
accountable.

in may 2012, poGo was proud to welcome Winslow 
Wheeler and the straus military Reform project at the center 
for Defense information into our family.

cDi and poGo have always shared a passion for exposing 
hypocrisy and challenging nonsense in the pentagon, White 
house, and congress. now we will be doing it together, 
and we couldn’t be more pleased!

in 1971, cDi was founded by a truly independent group 
of retired military officers to analyze military matters, inform 
decision-makers and the public, and influence policy. cDi 
became an alternative voice to what founders Admiral Gene 
laRocque and Admiral eugene carroll believed was a 
pentagon that was pushing self-serving data and analysis at 
decision-makers. 

like poGo, cDi took no money from defense contractors or 
the government, and they published fact-based research and 
policy advice that put basic national security needs front 
and center. What set the organization apart from 
typical Dc think tanks was that it was led by 
conscientious military officers—retired generals, 
admirals, colonels, majors, captains—who 
were challenging ill-informed conventional 
wisdom and self-interested defense 
contractor disinformation rather than 
promoting it.

For over four decades, cDi has 
evolved, as all healthy organizations 
do. in 2005, the straus military 
Reform project was created to 
expand cDi’s work in advancing 
military reform in the pentagon and 

CDI         At poGo:  
      straus military Reform project joins the Family
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Danielle Brian and the project on 
Government oversight have done credible, 
detailed and critically important analyses 
of government spending and management 
practices for many years. they have 
established a standard of excellence for how 
such work should be done, and provided 
an independent voice for systematic reforms 
in the daily operations of the federal 
government. one need not always agree with 
poGo’s recommendations in order to admire 
and respect their work as essential and very 
much needed in the nation’s capital.

Mark Tapscott, Executive Editor,  
the Washington examiner

selecteD 
Accomplishments  
in 2012

because their travel documents were confiscated to prevent 
them from leaving the worksite. those scenarios paint a 
picture of slavery and exploitation rather than of democracy 
and freedom.

poGo has been working to end this shameful practice. last 
september, we finally saw government action towards a true 
zero-tolerance policy on such human trafficking: president 
obama issued an executive order that orders contractors to stop 
misleading or fraudulent recruiting practices, charging recruiting 
fees, seizing or destroying employee identification documents, 
and failing to pay employees’ return transportation costs. congress 
then passed a law that put the president’s order into statute and 
gave the enforcement some additional teeth. poGo worked 
with bipartisan congressional champions such us senators Richard 
Blumenthal (D-ct) and Rob portman (R-oh), and Representatives 
james lankford (R-ok) and Gerry connolly (D-vA) to advance the 
legislation. poGo also drew much-needed attention to the issue 
by testifying and reporting on abuses. 

poGo is now working to ensure the agencies and 
contractors properly implement and enforce these tough new 
anti-trafficking laws. (continued p. 6)

toxic Water at camp LejeUne

A navy and marine corps cover-up hid more than three 
decades of devastating water contamination at marine 
corps base camp lejeune in north carolina—a toxic secret 
that affected as many as one million marines, civilians, and 
family members stationed there. master sgt. jerry ensminger, 
a retired marine who served as a drill sergeant at the base, 
doggedly worked to uncover the details of this contamination 
after his nine-year-old daughter died of leukemia. poGo 
was honored to help master sgt. ensminger, breast-cancer 
survivor mike partain, and the other victims in their quest for 
truth in this disaster that spanned 1953-1987. We worked 
with filmmakers to bring attention to the documentary on 
camp lejeune, Semper Fi: Always Faithful, and also with 
bipartisan members of congress to pursue documentation 
of the contamination kept secret by the navy and marine 
corps. thousands of pages of documents were finally made 
public with the help of senator patrick leahy (D-vt) and other 
allies. that disclosure was followed by another milestone in 
the fight, as president obama signed into law legislation, 
which poGo advocated for, that delivers long-overdue 
health care to the victims. Yet, unbelievably, the whole truth is 
still not known and information is still being withheld. We will 
continue to work to ensure the Department of veterans Affairs 
properly implements the new law, to expose the whole truth 
about what happened at camp lejeune, and to hold those 
responsible accountable.

america’s shame: the crisis of modern sLavery

modern slavery is a worldwide crisis, and one that our 
taxpayer dollars fuel. Billions of dollars in pentagon and 
state Department contracts end up in the hands of federal 
contractors and subcontractors with deplorable labor 
practices. Foreign nationals, most of whom live in poverty 
back home, are lured to iraq or Afghanistan by recruiters who 
promise a good paycheck and a better life for the workers 
and their families. once in country, though, they find a life 
of forced labor, working for a small fraction of the pay they 
were promised, living in squalid conditions, being made to 
pay excessive fees to the recruiter, and being forced to stay 
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corps, and high cost of service contracting helped change 
the national debate about pentagon spending.

poGo also helped lead a coordinated campaign bringing 
together groups as diverse as Americans for taxpayer Reform 
and campaign for America’s Future—many of which have never 
joined together publicly before—urging president obama and 
congress to “spend less, and spend smarter at the pentagon.”

most importantly, all of this work helped pave the way for 
victories such as a vote in the house to freeze pentagon spending 
and then, as a result of sequestration, the reduction of pentagon 
spending by roughly $500 billion over the next ten years.

poGo will continue to work with our partners to more 
effectively and accountably meet national security needs and 
twenty-first century realities.

changing the pentagon spending debate

since its founding, poGo has fought to reduce wasteful 
spending at the pentagon. this past year was no different, 
and poGo played a pivotal role in changing the debate 
over the pentagon’s enormous budget. through our efforts, 
and those of other like-minded groups and individuals, the 
previously sacrosanct pentagon budget was kept on the 
table of areas that should be considered for cuts. We not 
only argued that wasteful spending should be curtailed, but 
also that there were specific cuts that could be made without 
adversely impacting national security.

Along with our partners at taxpayers for common sense, we 
released recommendations for saving nearly $700 billion in 
taxpayer dollars at the pentagon. And poGo’s investigations 
into the F-35, littoral combat ship, top-heavy military officer 
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moRe selecteD Accomplishments  in 2012 (continued)

scores of our members in the working media 
have investigated government waste, fraud, 
and abuse with the help of whistleblowers who 
first turned to poGo. What iRe members like 
best about poGo is that its only agenda is to 
expose corruption regardless of ideological slant 
or party affiliation. 

James V. Grimaldi, Pulitzer Prize Recipient  
and Member of the Board of Directors,  
Investigative Reporters and Editors

i love poGo! As everyone knows, or is 
learning, if you want to know what’s going on 
in government, you have to follow the money! 
poGo gives great insights as to where 
your tax dollars are going, and if they are 
legitimate expenditures. they really dig out 
information “we the people” need to know.

Karen Olsen
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improving protections for WhistLebLoWers

last year we achieved several hard-won victories for 
whistleblowers and taxpayers. After more than a decade 
of campaigning for enhanced whistleblower protections 
for the brave federal workers who safeguard our health, 
safety, security, and taxpayer dollars, they have finally been 
enacted. on november 27, 2012, president obama signed 
the long-beleaguered Whistleblower protection enhancement 
Act (WpeA) into law. the WpeA closes many loopholes 
and upgrades protections for federal workers who blow the 
whistle on waste, fraud, abuse, and illegality. poGo helped 
lead an unprecedented coalition of supporters from across 
the ideological spectrum which, along with the efforts of the 
committed co-sponsors of this legislation and their dedicated 
staff, made its passage possible.

then, the president did what congress did not in the WpeA 
and gave many national security and intelligence community 
whistleblowers protections for the first time. though it 
doesn’t provide sufficient independence, due process, or 
enforcement, there finally is a framework for free-speech rights 
and some remedies for these whistleblowers. 

poGo also helped get expanded whistleblower protections 
for federal contractors and grantees. modeled on the 
excellent Recovery Act, senator claire mccaskill (D-mo) 
championed strong enhancements to defense contractor 

protections and a four-year pilot program for government-
wide protections enacted in the defense authorization bill. 

But, while these are remarkable advances for whistleblowers 
and taxpayers, there also have been many threats initiated 
by the obama Administration and some in congress. We 
will be vigilant in addressing these, and ensuring the progress 
made in law this year is properly put into practice.
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moRe selecteD Accomplishments  in 2012 (continued)

the project on Government oversight is 
one of those rare organizations that is truly 
non-partisan. i know that their reports on 
government waste, fraud and/or abuse will 
always be fully vetted, factually correct, and 
developed in the spirit of their mission: to 
improve the workings of our government. 
poGo has become not only my go-to source 
for research and information, but has become 
a real champion for everyone who wants and 
needs accurate and informative data. 

Kimberly Dalferes, Public Policy Consultant
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 » the alpaugh foundation
 » andrew norman foundation
 » the arca foundation
 » the bauman foundation
 » francis beidler foundation
 » carnegie corporation of new york
 » the chrysalis fund
 » colombe foundation
 » compton foundation
 » crosscurrents foundation
 » c.s. fund
 » educational foundation of america
 » the ford foundation
 » the frankel foundation
 » the fund for constitutional government
 » the glickenhaus foundation
 » janelia foundation
 » the Leighty foundation
 » stewart r. mott foundation
 » the new-Land foundation, inc.
 » the frederick and julia nonneman foundation
 » omidyar network fund, inc.
 » open society institute
 » park foundation, inc.
 » ploughshares fund
 » purple Lady/barbara j. meislin fund of the jewish 

community federation and endowment fund
 » rockefeller brothers fund
 » the scherman foundation, inc.
 » the philip & Lynn straus foundation, inc.
 » Wolf run foundation, inc.
 » anonymous (3)

in order to preserve our independence, poGo does not 
accept contributions from the government, unions, corporations, 
or anyone with a financial stake in the outcomes of our 
investigations. poGo accepts limited contributions from law 
firms, capping each at less than 1% of poGo’s operating 
budget. poGo also accepts employee-directed contributions 
and donor-matching funds from companies.

FounDAtions stAtement 
oF Activities*

revenUe
Grants $ 529,845

contributions $ 351,545

investment income $ 162,573

volunteer services $ 42,450

publications and other income $ 1,371

total revenue $ 1,087,784

program services
Government Accountability $ 474,941

Defense & national security investigations $ 306,775

contract oversight $ 282,186

nuclear Weapons security investigations $ 252,621

straus military Reform project $ 155,044

Whistleblower protections $ 119,502

emerging programs $ 103,923

Financial sector oversight $ 95,644

public health investigations $ 78,987

energy & natural Resources investigations $ 70,111

Direct & Grassroots lobbying $ 53,748

inspector General investigations $ 44,447

congressional oversight training $ 26,388

total program services $ 2,064,317

sUpporting services
Development $ 234,255

Administrative $ 166,008

total supporting services $ 400,263

total expenses $ 2,464,580

change in net Assets $ (1,376,796)

net Assets at Beginning of Year $ 3,586,583

Net Assets at End of Year $ 2,209,787

*january 1, 2012 – December 31, 2012 / Audited

programs  83%
10%  administrative

7%  deveLopment
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suppoRteRs
effective circLe ($10,000 + )

 » George A. miller & janet 
mckinley 

 » philip A. straus jr.‡

accoUntabLe circLe ($1,000-$9,999)

 » Andrew e. & marion D. Barnes 
 » Dinah k. & j. Alexander Bodkin
 » Danielle Brian & peter D.h. 

stockton†

 » harold & stephanie Bronson 
 » Allan F. & marilyn j. Brown‡

 » michael cavallo
 » harriett crosby 
 » stephen D. & Georganna Daley†

 » j. Gary & lilly A. Gwilliam
 » martin hellman‡

 » steve holmer†

 » Richard m. hunt‡

 » meredy jenkins
 » katz, marshall & Banks, llp†

 » Richard R. kelley‡

 » scott A. kuechenmeister†

 » David A. lochbaum 

 » martin e. messinger‡

 » David nelson 
 » edward k. Ream‡

 » victoria Roberts & michael j. little 
 » laron D. & jana e. Robinson 
 » edwin s. Rothschild 
 » keith & pam Rutter*†

 » elizabeth G. schulman & David h. 
kamens*†

 » mary R. sive 
 » Fred & Alice stanback
 » timothy e. strinden
 » jacqui taylor 
 » Daniel vapnek‡

 » nithi & jing vivatrat†

 » james m. Wagstaffe
 » Anonymous (4) 

open circLe ($500-$999)

 » edith W. & Frederick p. Allen
 » pamela & Albert Bendich‡

 » lucy Wilson Benson 
 » margaret Bowman & David hunter†

 » thomas D. & Debra s. cafferty
 » john W. & j.D. collins‡

 » leslie Dubbin 
 » martin l. eisenman 
 » jack Grynberg 
 » michael R. hansen‡

 » Debra katz†

 » e. steve lichtenberg & Betsy s. 
Aubrey‡

 » ilenne linssen 
 » Royceann mather 
 » lamia matta & joe newman†

 » kenneth F. mountcastle jr.
 » Ann & michael l. parker
 » evans W. paschal‡

 » james t. Robison & sue B. 
huffman-Robison‡

 » val schaffner‡

 » Arlie Bryan & carolyn W. siebert 
 » james m. Wellman‡

 » Anonymous (2) 

ethicaL circLe ($250-$499)

 » melissa j. & colin e. Anglin
 » Richard A. & Ruth m. Ball
 » Dr. Gary D. Bass & suzanne l. 

Feurt
 » philip e. Benson 
 » Aron Bernstein & susan Goldhor‡

 » heidi Blecher 
 » David B. Burnham & joanne omang
 » miriam B. Butterworth‡

 » vern R. & Doris Ann campbell‡

 » james R. conway‡

 » marcus corbin

 » Dr. heidi l. Davidz*
 » nancy Bare Davis‡

 » chalmer e. Detling ii*
 » joan s. & Bruce c. Dodd‡

 » stanley F. & Betsy Dole‡

 » Daniel B. & toby s. edelman†

 » mark D. & patricia D. erickson 
 » Robert B. Flint jr.‡

 » carla c. & james F. Flug 
 » Dr. Benjamin j. Freeman*†

 » sheryl p. Gardner‡

 » trevor Gleason*

 » john m. hirschi
 » michelle & Roy johnson
 » Alan kabat 
 » lisa j. kunstadter‡

 » howard & elaine A. leventhal‡

 » martin lobel 
 » lora lumpe 
 » Beverley lumpkin 
 » elizabeth luster 
 » David & tara mann
 » morton A. & Anita mintz 
 » katherine B. mountcastle
 » Albert t. o’connell & maureen 

Dorney‡

 » helen olson‡

 » R. scott oswald†

 » margot o’toole & peter Brodeur

 » Dana & carol oviatt‡

 » chris A. pabon & melissa n. Booth†

 » catherine james & louis j. paglia 
 » edwin F. pearson‡

 » Abraham A. & s. A. Raizen‡

 » Albert s. & margaret n. 
Richardson‡

 » elizabeth Boardman Ross‡

 » B. W. & joan Ryan‡

 » Barbara W. schecter 
 » christopher thomas smith
 » Randy R. taylor‡

 » karen j. & Derek j. vander schaaf 
 » thomas vicek 
 » jerry Walz 
 » pearl & seymour m. Weinstein‡

 » Anonymous (7)

Watchdog circLe ($150-$249)

 » Rosalind s. & Robert s. Abernathy‡

 » junius D. & lou A. Allen‡

 » scott & kerry Amey†

 » michael Barrett 
 » joyce & paul Barringer
 » Brent F. & terry Blackwelder 
 » c. Borman
 » maury D. Bramson‡

 » michael Brenner & naomi 
Buklad‡

 » ethan Brown
 » Dr. linda louise carroll 
 » lee A. casper‡

 » Ann D. cornell 
 » Danni Downing*†

 » Dr. harvey Fernbach 
 » David Findley
 » thomas james & susan j. 

Flanagan iii 
 » michael p. Flanigan
 » kate kinley Gregg
 » john hagenbuch 
 » Anne h. hahn-Baker‡

 » john D. hancock‡

 » nicole harkin & Brent lattin†

 » Agnes R. hayden
 » charles G. & A. k. helmick iii‡

 » christopher l. henley‡

 » john e. hill‡

 » Raphael W. & Roberta R. 
hodgson 

 » judith & Alan hoffman‡

 » kathleen hoffmann
 » john F. & Zorina W. keiser jr.‡

 » james Warren lovekin‡

 » William R. maas
 » jean & joel mccormack‡

 » caitlin mchugh & courtney A. kerr
 » moina mcmath-Walton & eugene 

e. Walton
 » Dr. Arthur v. milholland & Dr. 

lucille A. mostello‡

 » Donald k. & Barbara j. minner 
 » jack h. mitchell†

 » jean c. mooring‡

 » susan & jesse h. oppenheimer
 » l. Allen & lenore s. parker‡

 » michelle patterson 
 » carolyn e. Rosenberry‡

 » William & sandra Rosenfeld 
 » Alan & Robin schulman*†

 » lois p. sheinfeld & Anthony G. 
Amsterdam

 » Dr. janette D. sherman 
 » hubert n. & mary Ann sparks
 » paul m. spiegel‡

 » saul sternberg‡

 » jonathan thatcher & siobhan 
spencer‡

 » peter A. thiemann‡

 » Gary j. thurston‡

 » joseph & cornelia c. tierney‡

 » joseph W. towle‡

 » john l. Wetherby
 » edwina F. White 
 » edward Wilk 
 » Robert R. & carol Wolfe‡

 » jason m. & Anna Zuckerman† 
 » Anonymous (5) 

* monthly donor
† gave to pogo’s beth  

daley impact fund

‡ gave to pogo’s center for 
defense information

POGO also extends thanks to the many contributors who gave 
between $1 and $149 in 2012—we deeply appreciate all of our 
generous supporters. You are truly the foundation of our organization.
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chicago-based laura lanford and tom Rammer came up 
with a fun way of supporting various nonprofits. each week 
during the summer of 2012, they hosted a rooftop movie 
screening, pairing each movie with a different beer. they 
also matched each movie with a nonprofit they selected from 
charity navigator, the nation’s premiere charity evaluator. 
there’s no charge to attend the movies, but sometimes the 
attendees feel moved to donate to the charities highlighted. 
in july, poGo was lucky enough to be selected! And the 
movie laura and tom chose to show was right up poGo’s 
alley: All the President’s Men (along with a small-batch, bitter-
sweet porter). What a unique way to give!

let us know if you have fundraised in a creative way for 
poGo, and we may feature you in next year’s annual report!

movie niGht

spotliGht on 
DonoRs
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meet jim Wagstaffe, a san Francisco lawyer who has been a fan of poGo’s for years.  
he recently decided not only to increase his support but also to include poGo in his will. 
here is why jim gives:

When did you first hear of POGO? 

I heard of POGO 14 years ago when I helped with 
a legal matter and in the course of that engagement 
fell in love with the POGO mission.

 
What’s your favorite part about POGO’s mission? 

Ah, like asking me my favorite flavor of ice cream. 
Pressed, I’d say Cookies and Cream. Oops—as to 

POGO, it’d be the utter, resolute commitment to 
transparency in government. As they say, light 

is a disinfectant.

Why do you give to POGO? 

I admire so many aspects of POGO’s mission. Yet, 
the money is because of the people. I contribute to 
organizations where the people have passion. It’s 
overflowing there from Danielle across the whole 
group.

 
What made you include POGO in your estate plan? 

Legacy giving is well named—such a gift 
can honor integrity and transparency in 
government for years after I am gone.

A bequest offers a practical way to provide substantial support to an  
institution that has meant so much to you. For more information, 

contact Chris Pabon at (202) 347-1122.
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board of directors

 » david hunter, chair

 » Lisa baumgartner bonds, ph.d., vice-chair

 » dina rasor, treasurer and founder

 » ryan alexander

 » henry banta

 » david burnham

 » michael cavallo

 » stacy donohue (observer)

 » charles hamel

 » janine jaquet

 » morton mintz

 » nithi vivatrat

 » anne Zill

poGo people

cUrrent staff

 » danielle brian, executive director

 » scott amey, general counsel 

 » christine anderson, public policy 
fellow

 » angela canterbury, director of public 
policy

 » paul chassy, ph.d., j.d., investigator

 » john crewdson, senior investigator

 » Lydia dennett, researcher

 » danni downing, editor

 » abby evans, donor relations manager

 » ned feder, m.d., staff scientist

 » andre francisco, online producer

 » benjamin freeman, ph.d., investigator

 » neil gordon, investigator

 » david hilzenrath, editor-in-chief

 » julie Koh, finance manager

 » johanna mingos, data specialist

 » joe newman, director of communications

 » chris pabon, director of development

 » Keith rutter, chief operations officer and  
chief financial officer

 » pam rutter, Web manager

 » michael smallberg, investigator

 » mia steinle, investigator

 » peter stockton, senior investigator

 » Winslow t. Wheeler, director of center for defense 
information’s straus military reform project

 » adam Zagorin, journalist-in-residence

thanK yoU!

Former staff members Bryan Rahija, nick schwellenbach, and jake Wiens; fellows suzie Dershowitz and Dana liebelson; 
volunteer pat Bahn; and interns Andrea Acosta, kemari Alston, caroline chevat, jared Dura, melanie joy kaufman, Anna meier, 
Asha merz, john parker, jr., mary peng, jacob Washkurak, and Andrew Wyner.
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the project on Government oversight has earned a 
sixth consecutive 4-star rating from charity navigator 
for its ability to efficiently manage and grow its 
finances. only 3% of the charities reviewed by 
charity navigator have received this top rating.

poGo also meets all 20 charitable 
Accountability standards set by the Better 
Business Bureau, and was rated by 
Greatnonprofits.org as one of the top-
Rated non-profits in 2012.

mission statement 
Founded in 1981, the project 
on Government oversight is a 
nonpartisan independent watchdog 
that champions good government 
reforms. poGo’s investigations into 
corruption, misconduct, and conflicts 
of interest achieve a more effective, 
accountable, open, and ethical 
federal government.

1100 G street, nW, suite 500
Washington, Dc 20005
telephone: 202-347-1122
Email: pogo@pogo.org • Website: www.pogo.org
Twitter: @POGOBlog •  Facebook: Facebook.com/POGO.org
combined Federal campaign #10785

What peopLe are 
saying aboUt pogo 

on greatnonprofits.org

… comprehensive oversight of wasteful federal 
spending, especially huge Defense Department 

boondoggles. They keep track of the revolving door 
between defense and government with a detail unmatched 

by other NGOs. • POGO makes exhaustive efforts to 
research and monitor government programs, disseminate their 

findings to the public in responsible ways, and serve the public as 
advocates, giving testimony at times in Congress, and serving well, 

efficiently, and articulately to demonstrate when federal governmental 
organizations are indeed not meeting their charters. POGO, in a time 

when journalism, our much-reduced, much-needed fourth estate has been 
so badly diminished to such horrible effect, serves us in inestimable ways. • 

When an issue arrives that needs action POGO notifies the community and 
we have an opportunity to assess and make our voices heard. I have received 

responses from federal politicians and personal in a way uncommon to this type 
of advocacy. This tells me that the right people take POGO seriously and so do I. 

• Concerned, active and informed citizens are the cornerstone of our democracy. 
Without the efforts of POGO, we Americans could not pressure Congress and 

the administration to enact meaningful reforms, such as recent legislation to protect 
whistleblowers and crack down on human traffickers. They work hard for all of us. • I 

appreciate their diverse investigative reporting as well as their follow through in making 
sure the government works to our benefit like it is supposed to. • POGO focuses a 
spotlight on government projects that are questionable or just plain foolish. Transparency is 
essential for an informed electorate and for maintaining democracy.  POGO is an essential 
ingredient in the fabric of American life.  I heartily endorse POGO and recommend POGO 
to and for all Americans. • I strongly support POGO because few non-profit organizations 
are helping to tackle the important issues that POGO bravely tackles. • POGO is a lean, 
mean, exposing machine, respected by democrats and republicans alike for its objectivity 
and effectiveness. In addition to exposing problems, they develop solutions and follow up 
to try to correct the problems. I’ve been a devoted follower since 1998 and am constantly 
amazed at the quantity and quality of the work they produce with a small staff and budget. 
POGO has been a strong advocate for whistleblower protections and has helped many 
whistleblowers, including myself, to develop strategies for dealing with abuses at their 
workplaces. I don’t know how they do it all, but they do it extremely well. We’re all 
fortunate that POGO exists, and is working hard for us every day. It’s too bad that more 
people don’t know about POGO and its accomplishments. • My first bilet in the US 
Navy was in intelligence, so I am more than familiar with the issues dealt with by 
POGO and I regard them is among the VERY best investigative journalism groups 
anywhere. The information they provide is invariably accurate, detailed, cogent, 

well organized and logically presented. I frequently interact with my Senators 
and Member of Congress and the command of fact and policy given to me 

by studying what information POGO provides is invaluable. What I say and 
write to them gets a serious audience, simply because POGO gives me a 

command of fact and background. • POGO serves as a shining example 
for all grassroots organizations. • POGO provides reliable, sourced 

information for citizens like me to know what their government is doing 
or not doing in their name, and with the resources entrusted to 

government through taxes. We need more organizations with the 
dedication to accuracy and truth that POGO has shown over 

the years. • POGO is by far the most effective non-profit 
organization in its arena, in addition to its arena being 

one of the most important and fundamental to the 
American spirit of democracy and government 

accountability. Without a well-organized 
group such as POGO, the 

government would be …


